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Abstract: Around the world there is economic imperative to lift restrictions that were designed to reduce contagion from the
SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes coronavirus disease (COVID-19). From a public health perspective, there is need for caution to
mitigate against a rebound as interventions are eased. Suppression strategies extend beyond lockdowns and include education
and infection control strategies. Because the virus is transmitted in the air or shed onto surfaces, there is considerable potential
for interventions aimed at controlling either of these mechanisms. Face masks limit aerosol exposure, while high or low-touch
surfaces can be physically cleaned or disinfected. The problem is that existing validation tests for cleaning are not specific for
viruses. A solution to this which confirms the presence or absence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA is achieved using the polymerase chain
reaction (PCR). It is proposed to use PCR swab tests, already used for clinical diagnosis, but for surface testing and cleaning
validation or for monitoring and surveillance within the built environment and other infrastructures. In Australia, moves
towards developing and maintaining a COVID-safe workplace are underway. This paper reports on a survey of Australians that
assesses their knowledge and awareness of viral surface contamination and how this could be measured using PCR. The survey
results show that knowledge and awareness about risks from surface environmental contamination is generally good, but
accuracy about target types needs improvement. Survey respondents were worried about personal exposure to coronavirus in
their day to day activities (55.4%) and considered that surface testing would increase consumer confidence about being COVIDsafe (91%). Given the option, many would choose to test in their own home (79.7%) or in their workplace (91.5%); while if a
business did not test, and subsequently the individual became sick, then many would take legal action against the business,
management or company (14.6%). Considering the many unknowns about the SARS-CoV-2 virus, respondents wanted someone
else to attend onsite to perform testing (44%); while most would likely pay more for an Airbnb or similar holiday rental if the
business could demonstrate proof their COVID-safe cleaning procedures had been validated using periodic swab tests (80.8%).
Overall, respondents thought that businesses should be able to document they are COVID-safe and that their indoor surfaces are
not SARS-CoV-2 contaminated (79.3%); while users of childcare or schools would feel reassured if the service could promote
that their cleaning protocols were validated with PCR swab data (43.6%). The top 10 business types that were considered to need
this service were: gyms > hospitality > hotels > public transport > allied health and beauty > aged care > disability services >
childcare > air travel/cruises > shops and general retail. In conclusion there was very positive support for workplace testing
using molecular biology methods like quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) environmental
surface swabs.
Keywords: COVID, SARS-CoV-2, COVID-safe, surface contamination, cleaning, environmental surveillance, post pandemic,
rapid online surveys, infectious disease outbreak, RT-qPCR
I. INTRODUCTION
Risk management for workplaces in the emerging post COVID-19 return-to-work era, must carefully consider the ways in which
occupants move through, interact with, and use the urban built environment. Briefly, it is the transmission of the SARS-CoV-2
virus that causes COVID-19 illness. According to a recent paper [1] as at 30th April 2020, more than one third of the world
population was locked down as part of a global containment strategy to minimize disease transmission. Central to phased re-opening,
or the “exit strategy” [2], will be issues of personal space, individual freedom versus group compliance, and routine applications of
infection control principles where a vaccine or treatment has yet to be developed or validated, and businesses are still reeling from
economic disruption. Estimates of the economic impact in Australia suggest a contraction to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of
15% and massive government expenditure of the order of $300B [3]. In turn, the impact on employment by industry sector has
recently been assessed with dire predictions for parts of the economy [4]. There are many models that consider how best to
implement a return to work, but these must be seen in context of the broader economic impacts [5]-[9].
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From a public health perspective, any controlled policy interventions like social distancing or strengthening public health and
clinical capacity [10] or border controls [11], must be balanced by evidence about active disease suppression methods and address
generally misunderstood issues like herd immunity [12].
This paper discusses one aspect of what is being called the ‘new normal’ by looking at how COVID-safe awareness can be
practically applied within the built environment. In Australia, the national political response is to encourage businesses to develop
and maintain their own COVID-safe workplaces by providing a roadmap towards a “COVID Safe Australia” [13]. Such recovery
efforts are premised on two options: the elimination strategy and the controlled adaptation strategy but require (i) early detection and
isolation, (ii) imposition of travel restrictions and (iii) a good degree of public trust, transparency and civic engagement [14]. Of
most relevance to Australia, and the potential success of this roadmap, is the recent paper modelling various re-opening scenarios
and how these would impact on reducing the impact of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic [15].
A cautionary example for employers showed that a single sick employee in a South Korean call centre infected 97 others in two
weeks [16]; while at one meat processing plant in Melbourne, Australia there has been a 57-person case cluster with the infection
being transmitted to a further 13 close contacts [17]. There are two main pathways of transmission based on person-to-person direct
contact spread or the second, being person-to-object or non-contact spread [18]-[20]. This second transmission pathway is well
known from environmental microbiology and food handling, where contamination is spread from person or hand to object and then
from object to person. This is often called fomite transmission. The persistence of coronavirus on various surfaces retains viability
from hours to days depending on the material [21]-[22]; while surface roughness may influence the exposure probability [23].
Environmental cleaning is therefore a fundamental strategic method for reducing the risks from surface (or fomite) contaminants.
Against SARS-CoV-2, the role of disinfection protocols cannot be underestimated [24]-[26]. However, the problem with cleaning
is how to accurately validate the success of the clean? Even if visual evidence of dirt and debris is gone, how successful was the
process, and how much chemical energy was (or should be) applied to sanitize or disinfect or sterilise the surface or areas in
question? Various methods exist for performing cleaning validation. These span the gamut from isolated or periodic visual audits
of cleaning tasks, risk assessments, risk management and policy development or revision and updating of existing procedures
through to methods advisory, skills updates and training or verification.
With regard to SARS-CoV-2, the ultimate aim of environmental cleaning must be disinfection verification. To this end there are
four approaches used to evaluate environmental hygiene apart from direct practice observation monitoring [27]. Most of these
methods are designed to identify bacterial, fungal and antibiotic-resistant pathogens or biofilms. These use surrogate indicators to
measure cleaning success and if required, implement educational intervention. They include: (i) ATP bioluminescence [28], (ii)
swab or replicate organism detection and counting (RODAC) press-plate [29] or similar culture-based methods, (iii) tape lifts [30]
or (iv) fluorescent or photoreactive inks, powders or gels [31]-[32]. ATP works by testing for the presence of a cell enzyme called
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) that is present in both viable and non-viable organic debris, meaning that if it is present, then so must
DNA-containing cell waste (the biological load). Petri plates assess cleanliness by culturing live cells or colonies from swabs or
direct press plates. Tape lifts allow for microscopic examination of actual dust, debris or cell matter as seen at magnification; while
evidence of poor cleaning or oversight can be made visible using inks, gels or powders that only become visible under ultraviolet
light, and hence can be used to monitor that physical cleaning has occurred. However, all these methods use a proxy and don’t
verify anything with respect to the SARS-CoV-2 virus.
II. CONTEXT
There are media reports of lawyers looking at class actions and at workers’ compensation claims over health and safety surrounding
COVID-19 and this is anticipated to rise dramatically as consumers and businesses seek to recover and act on claims [33]-[34]. As
the potential for litigation gathers pace, there is a need for accurate verification testing of common high and low-touch surfaces and
other potentially cross-contaminated settled surfaces within the built environment. These include buildings used as workplaces,
domestic homes and home offices as well as accommodation used for social housing, disability, aged care and mental health and
other infrastructures. Quantifying environmental microorganisms and viruses using molecular methods is not new but is definitely
different to the four methods discussed above. The quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) or real time (RT-qPCR) process
is a technique for enumerating genetic material (DNA and RNA) in environmental or clinical samples. Measuring viruses on
surfaces using RT-qPCR can help understand the role of fomites in disease transmission [35]. Similar to the use of pharyngeal
swabs for COVID-suspect persons and for confirmation of diagnosis, the use of environmental swabs for measuring the presence or
absence of the SARS-CoV-2 in situ serve a fundamental role in pro-active infection control in the built environment [36]. This
approach has in fact recently been used with success to monitor wastewater treatment plants for evidence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus
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in Australia, which was confirmed by sequencing [37]. Although PCR does not tell you if the virus is infectious, it does map out
hotspots and could provide early warning of superspreaders. A mini-review containing several examples of where PCR methods
have been used to assess surface samples for SARS-CoV-2 in a range of building environments was reported on recently [18]. In
these studies, checking for the presence or absence of viral RNA was used to define the extent and locations of environmental
contamination caused by shedding from COVID-positive individuals at different stages of illness.
The context and motivation for environmental testing follows on from the economic and public health imperatives surrounding
reopening.
Consider the scenario where on your return to work, you become infected with the virus? What would you do? Many businesses are
hoping for some immunity from liability and personal injury lawsuits caused by employer or workplace negligence, recklessness or
wilful disregard for safety as this relates to COVID-19 [38]. However, in the absence of sanctioned liability shields for business
[39], there is a need for fine-grained methods to perform environmental surveillance. The aim with molecular testing in the
environment is to provide quantitative data on the presence or absence of SARS-CoV-2. It is expected that such audit and
monitoring assessments will assist business and the workforce in validating cleaning protocols and developing enhanced COVIDsafe awareness.
This can be accomplished using qPCR swab testing [36],[40]. Prior to implementing PCR testing as a positive public health
initiative, a rapid online survey was conducted to identify the existing knowledge and perceptions about environmental surface
contamination and COVID-19 amongst the general public in Australia.
III. METHODS
A cross sectional online survey was conducted on the Prolific Academic survey platform (prolific.co). This platform allows fast
responses from over 90,000 individuals who are available and is aimed at the behavioural, user and market research sectors.
Researchers are required to pay participants a minimum of £5.00 equivalent to approximately $9.50-9.70 AUD p/h which depended
on the daily exchange rate.
For this study, we chose to conduct several small pilot surveys to optimize question design. The first pilot of 20 persons polled the
general US/UK pool. After feedback and results review a second pilot of 20 persons was polled from Australia only, which was our
target market and from where we wanted information. This second pilot caused us to increase the time we estimated the survey to
take and we again fine-tuned question and survey design.
Data from both pilots was not included in the final study. In Australia there were 1835 eligible participants and we chose a target
sample size of 200 people. All participants were fluent in English. Survey design used Checkbox 7 with Australian hosting
(checkbox.com) and was called from within Prolific.co. Results were collected during daytime hours from 10am – 2:30pm on 4th
May 2020. There were 24 questions in total.
There were five categorical data questions that asked for rank ordered responses about perceived risks in different industries (a
general workplace, gyms, aged care, allied health and beauty, childcare) as well as two that asked about perceived risks of selected
materials or transmission risk probability that were background knowledge awareness questions. One additional categorical
question asked about the likelihood of the respondent taking legal action or making another type of complaint if the workplace was
perceived to be linked to COVID-19 illness.
There were two categorical list-picking questions designed to provide survey relief since to some extent they evaluated prior
knowledge about general infection control and the cleaning of surfaces/objects against different types of businesses. Two interval
data questions were used to assess awareness about how long the coronavirus remains viable in the air or on surfaces. One interval
data question measured the cost respondents would be willing to pay for SARS-CoV-2 surface testing.
Three ordinal data questions were used to assess how people felt about their own personal exposure risk in different contexts; while
two ordinal questions assessed the importance of business documentation surrounding COVID-safe surface hygiene; while the last
ordinal question assessed the impact that fear from exaggerated claims about pets and COVID-19 could have on these results.
Finally, there were five dichotomous nominal questions used to gauge the propensity for in-the-home versus workplace testing
including one question assessing the likelihood of customers paying extra for specialized courier services used to maintain the cold
chain if tests are supplied via mail order versus on-site assessments. A final dichotomous question related to the cost benefit of
validated COVID-safe cleaning practices in the accommodation/tourism sector. For dichotomous questions with more than 3
responses, a ‘maybe’ was considered a ‘yes’ and was used to capture the negative mindset, while ‘undecided’, ‘don’t want to know’,
or ‘neutral’ was scored as a ‘no’.
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IV. RESULTS
From the 200-person sample size from Australia only, 188 valid results were submitted. Twelve persons failed to return completed
surveys or withdrew from the study. The participant age range was 18-74 yrs. with an average of 31 yrs. The gender ratio was 57%
male, 43% female. Student status was 66% versus 44%, non-students. Average time taken to complete the survey was 14.48 min.
with a min/max range of 4.10/60.42 min.
1) Q1. People can become infected from the virus that causes COVID-19 in various ways. From what you understand now about
transmission, please rank order the following transmission pathways from most likely to least likely.
RANK ORDER (1st to last):
1. Being within 1.5 metres of someone knowingly or unknowingly infected with COVID who coughs or sneezes
2. Touching a shopping trolley or hand basket at a supermarket
3. Using a public restroom
4. Remaining in isolation for longer than 14-days and only speaking to people over the telephone
2) Q2. Imagine that a relative of yours is living at an aged care facility. Please rank your expectations about safety from most
satisfied to least satisfied based on the following information provided about cleaning at the facility.
RANK ORDER (1st to last):
1. Room hygiene and cleaning checked for the presence or absence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus using swab testing of a range of
different surfaces
2. Rooms disinfected more carefully following protocols developed by Government or other appropriate health care advice
3. Rooms cleaned by cleaners just the same as usual
4. Rooms visually inspected for overall cleaning success e.g. it looks and smells ok
3) Q3. Your gym has reopened following the easing of social distancing and they post a sign about their response to COVID-19.
Please rank from most important to least important the following types of information about their cleaning practices.
RANK ORDER (1st to last):
1. We take our cleaning seriously and regularly test our high-touch surfaces like gym equipment and other surfaces for the presence
or absence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. This type of surveillance helps us protect you and take fast action if the virus is detected
2. We take our cleaning seriously and now clean more than once per day
3. None of our gym members have told us they've had COVID-19 so we think we're ok
4. Thanks for coming back, we're glad to get on with business as usual
4) Q4. Which items from the following list are most likely to be contaminated with the SARS-CoV-2 virus?
Door handles or light switches - 8.4%
Lift buttons or escalator handrails or the ATM machine - 8.4%
Gym or sports equipment - 7.9%
Public transport doors, seats, handles - 7.9%
Money - 7.4%
Toilet seat and buttons - 6.9%
Sink and tapware near toilet - 6.5%
Mobile phone or phone charger - 6.1%
Computer keyboard and mouse or printer - 6.1%
Staff break room/kitchenette/canteen - 5.2%
Countertops - 5.1%
Furniture - desks, chairs, etc. - 4.2%
Kitchen utensils or cutlery - 4.1%
Toys - 3.7%
Ventilation ducts, air vents, heating or cooling system - 2.8%
Food or food containers - 2.6%
Mail or boxed goods - 2.3%
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Take away coffee cup - 1.9%
New clothing at a store - 1.6%
Carpets or curtains - 1.1%
5) Q5. Rank the following surfaces from most likely to least likely to show or retain SARS-CoV-2 virus.
RANK ORDER (1st to last):
1. Stainless steel
2. Plastic
3. Cardboard
4. Copper
5. Wood
6. Fabric
6) Q6. How long can SARS-CoV-2 remain viable in the air?
Less than 1hr - 22.3%
Between 1 - 3 hrs - 37.8%
More than 3 hrs but less than 12 hrs - 18.6%
About 1 day - 4.3%
Between 1 -5 days - 5.9%
More than 5 days - 1.1%
14 days or more - 1.1%
Don't know - 9%
7) Q7. How long can SARS-CoV-2 remain viable on surfaces?
Less than 1hr - 1.6%
Between 1 - 3 hrs - 4.8%
More than 3 hrs but less than 12 hrs - 16.5%
About 1 day - 12.8%
Between 1 -5 days - 48.4%
More than 5 days - 6.4%
14 days or more - 1.6%
Don't know - 8%
8) Q8. To promote COVID-safe awareness, your workplace determines that it will implement improved hygiene and cleaning
practices.
Just tell the regular cleaners to be aware that the virus could be anywhere and to clean carefully - 1.4%
Improve your cleaning practices by using spot swab checks that test for the presence or absence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus on
surfaces - 22%
Print out more signs telling people to wash their hands after eating - 4.1%
Tell people to stop shaking hands - 8.5%
Tell people to not come to work if they feel sick - 20%
Revise any policies and procedures for cleaning with specific reference to COVID-19 harm minimisation - 24.8%
Implement regular hygiene monitoring and environmental surveillance for pathogens like SARS-CoV-2 - 19.1%
9) Q9. How likely are you to come into contact with SARS-CoV-2 virus contamination on surfaces in your day-to-day activities?
Not likely - 25%
Somewhat - 37.2%
Neutral - 19.1%
Likely - 18.1%
Very likely - 0.5%
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10) Q10. How likely are you to come into contact with SARS-CoV-2 virus contamination just by breathing (in the airspace) in your
day-to-day activities?
Not likely - 35.6%
Somewhat - 38.3%
Neutral - 14.4%
Likely - 11.2%
Very likely - 0.5%
11) Q12. Imagine you are the operator of a retail shop, hairdressing or allied health and beauty business like a nail salon or tattoo
parlour, would any of the following help you better promote your business as being hygiene-aware?
RANK ORDER (1st to last):
1. We regularly test our building/shop/salon for the presence for the SARS-CoV-2 virus
2. We ask all our clients if they have had COVID-19 or know anyone who has. If the answer is positive, we move them on as
quickly as possible
3. We tell people we're hoping for a vaccine and its business as usual
4. We hope no one asks
12) Q13. Are you worried about coming into contact with the SARS-CoV-2 virus in your day-to-day activities?
Not at all - 12.8%
Rarely - 31.9%
Sometimes - 37.8%
Often - 13.3%
I worry all the time - 4.3%
13) Q14. You have the option to accurately measure the presence or absence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus on surfaces in your home. Is
this something you would be interested in?
Yes - 53.2%
No - 20.2%
Maybe - 26.5%
14) Q15. You have the option to accurately measure the presence or absence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus on surfaces in your
workplace. Is this something you would be interested in?
Yes - 79.8%
No - 7.4%
Maybe - 11.7%
Don’t want to know - 1.1%
15) Q16. Visual surveillance after cleaning costs nothing but is not very scientific. The use of molecular testing methods is more
accurate but costs more for the inspection, sampling, lab work, and report preparation. You're the boss and the ultimate
responsibility for the welfare of your staff, clients, and stakeholders’ rests with you - how much would you be willing to pay for
on-site surface testing and reporting?
Between $100 - $200 per surface test (minimum 10 surfaces); Total cost: $1000 - $2000 per site - 42.4%
Between $200 - $300 per surface test (minimum 7 surfaces); Total cost: $1400 - $2100 per site - 19.3%
About $300 or a bit more per surface test (minimum 5 surfaces); Total cost: $1500 per site - 11.7%
In addition to the above, there is a personal protective equipment charge for the assessor of $100 and a call out fee of $400 per site
inspection - 26.6%
16) Q17. If you could do your own testing, without waiting for someone to attend on-site, would you be willing to do the swab
sampling yourself and send it to a lab using a medical or specialized courier company?
Yes - courier charges their own extra fee - 55.9%
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No - I want someone to do it for me - 20.7%
Undecided - 23.4%
17) Q18. If the option was available to test any building or business for the presence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus residue and the
business/management/company didn't take advantage of this and subsequently, you became sick from COVID-19, what would
be your response when you recover?
Take legal action against the business/management/company - 14.6%
Assume it was just bad luck and you could have picked the virus up anywhere - 18.1%
Make a complaint under OH&S - 35.6%
Tell the business/management/company that you think they should lift their game and you could have died or infected someone else
who could have died - 31.6%
18) Q19. You need to put your child or children back into kindergarten, childcare or school, which of the following would offer you
reassurance about the service delivery?
The service is just happy to be open again and is very welcoming when you arrive - 2.4%
The service has prominent signage and materials promoting hand washing and hand sanitiser - 15.4%
Because the service knows that high touch surfaces can transmit the virus, they promote the fact that they validate cleaning using
spot swab checks (hygiene audits/environmental cleaning surveillance) to confirm there is no SARS-CoV-2 virus present - 43.6%
The service regularly reviews and communicates the results from hygiene audits and makes regular changes to improve cleaning
practices if required - 38.6%
19) Q20. When social distancing restrictions are lifted and businesses reopen, which business types most need to validate that their
surface cleaning is likely to be successful against SARS-CoV-2.
Gyms - 9.6%
Hospitality - restaurants, cafes, bars, pubs - 9.5%
Public transport - 9.1%
Aged care - 9%
Air travel or cruises - 8.2%
Childcare, kindergartens, schools, universities - 8.1%
Medical - 8.1%
Disability care or services - 7%
Allied health and beauty - e.g. nail salons, waxing, tattoos, saunas, massage - 6.8%
Hotels - accommodation - 6.6%
Shops and general retail - 5.4%
Transport, postal and warehousing - 3.5%
Corporate offices - 2%
Public administration and safety - 1.9%
Rental, hiring and real estate services - 1.4%
Arts and recreation services - 1%
Manufacturing, factories or mining - 0.7%
Construction and trades - 0.7%
Wholesale trade - 0.7%
Agriculture, forestry and fishing - 0.6%
20) Q21. If you could validate your building surfaces as NOT showing the presence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus using environmental
surveillance, do you think this would help to increase consumer confidence about being COVID-safe?
Yes - environmental surveillance would help - 75%
No - environmental surveillance would not help - 9%
Maybe - 16%
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21) Q22. Would you pay more for an Airbnb (or similar) holiday or short-term rental that could demonstrate COVID-safe cleaning
practices and that had also been periodically validated using swab testing for the SARS-CoV-2 virus?
Yes - 43.6%
No - 19.1%
Maybe - 37.2%
22) Q23. How important is it to you that businesses should be able to document they are COVID-safe and that their indoor surfaces
are not SARS-CoV-2 contaminated?
Not important - 4.8%
Somewhat important - 11.2%
Neutral - 16%
Important - 42.6%
Very important - 25.5%
23) Q24. There have been reports of pet cats and dogs and even a tiger from the zoo becoming sick with the SARS-CoV-2 virus.
When you think about pets including companion/therapy dogs, how concerned are you that they could transfer the virus indoors
to household carpets, rugs, pet bedding, beds, or other furniture?
Very concerned - 3.7%
Concerned - 10.1%
Neutral - 17%
Somewhat concerned - 33.5%
Not concerned - 35.6%
V. INTERPRETATION
A. 55.4% of respondents were worried about coming into contact with SARS-CoV-2 in their day-to-day activities.
B. 50% of respondents thought it likely that they would be exposed to SARS-CoV-2 by breathing in the air in their day-to-day
activities.
C. 55.8% of respondents thought it likely that they would be exposed to SARS-CoV-2 from surfaces in their day-to-day activities.
D. 91% of respondents thought that surface testing validation using PCR swabs would likely increase consumer confidence about
being COVID-safe.
E. 79.7% of respondents want the option to test for the presence or absence of SARS-CoV-2 in the home.
F. 91.5% of respondents want the option to test for the presence or absence of SARS-CoV-2 in the workplace.
G. 56% of respondents want to do their own testing even if this involves a surcharge for a specialized lab courier.
H. 44% of respondents want someone to attend onsite to do the surface assessments.
I. 79.3% of respondents thought that businesses should be able to document they are COVID-safe and that their indoor surfaces
are not SARS-CoV-2 contaminated.
J. 80.8% of respondents would likely pay more for an Airbnb or similar holiday rental if they could demonstrate proof their
COVID-safe cleaning procedures had been validated using periodic swab tests.
K. 14.6% of respondents would take legal action against the business, management or company if that business had not taken
advantage of testing for SARS-CoV-2 residue and they subsequently became sick from COVID-19.
L. 43.6% of respondents who have a need to place their children into childcare, kindergarten or school would feel reassured if the
service could promote that their cleaning protocols were validated with PCR swab data.
M. 47.3% of respondents thought that their pet cat or dog could potentially transfer SARS-CoV-2 to household surfaces or
furniture.
N. Cleaning validation stratified into a top 10 of business types ranked in order of priority: gyms > hospitality > hotels > public
transport > allied health and beauty > aged care > disability services > childcare > air travel/cruises > shops and general retail.
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VI. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
Of the rank order questions, the most significant findings were for gyms, allied health and beauty and aged care facilities where
respondents thought that hygiene and cleaning should be validated using PCR swab testing for the presence/absence of the SARSCoV-2 virus. Visual inspection only and even twice per day cleaning were not ranked highly where there was the potential to
directly assess for the coronavirus. General knowledge about direct droplet spread transmission was in good agreement with known
health care facts; although the assessment of surface type and its’ ability to show or retain virus was not in agreement with the
literature. For example, people considered that stainless steel would be the surface on which the virus lasted longest, followed by
plastic. Improved health messaging around at-risk high touch surfaces should show a better correspondence with the literature
where: plastic > stainless steel > cardboard > copper [41]. As more experiments and reviews emerge in the literature [42]-[44],
surveillance of the most probable surfaces will define the taxonomy of suspect virus fomites in the built environment and allow for
more targeted education for infection control and monitoring. Persistence in the air was generally answered correctly by 37.8% of
persons at less than or equal to 3-hrs if we accept the findings of van Doremalaen et al. [41]. However, other studies show that the
virus is remarkably persistent in the air but there is awareness by less than 6% of those surveyed that the virus can maintain
replication-competence in the air for at least 16-hrs [45]. Interestingly our data for the percentage of people who were worried
about coming into contact with the virus in their day-to-day activities or simply breathing in the air (55.4% and 50% respectively)
was in close agreement to another survey from Australia that found that 50% of respondents felt COVID-19 would ‘somewhat’
affect their health if infected [46]. Similarly, 55.8% of respondents in our survey considered they would come into contact with the
coronavirus on surfaces, but only 6.4% thought it could remain viable for more than 5-days; despite new research showing that
SARS-CoV-2 remains stable on environmental surfaces for up to 7-days and for several hours in feces and 3-4 days in urine [47].
The current study has limitations that should be taken into account, where all participants were recruited online, and therefore may
not be representative of the general population. Despite this, the current results provide important and timely information on the
Australian public response to the transmission risks of the SARS-CoV-2 virus and their relationship with current and intended risk
management initiatives around cleaning for a COVID-safe workplace. As well, these results add to what is known about how
Australians perceive the likelihood and severity of risk and worry about the coronavirus and utility of various health protective
behaviours, including vaccination intentions [48].
The easiest way to assess cleaning success is to carefully monitor the actual cleaning process, but at scale this is impractical. The
closest rival to molecular testing is ATP swabs, but since the coronavirus is not ‘alive’ like other microbial pathogens, ATP testing
won’t measure anything about virus RNA. In other studies, no correlation was found between ATP-bioluminescence and microbial
load (or cleanliness) as determined by qPCR of high touch objects [49]. Unfortunately, ATP readings can be corrupted by
disinfectant residues, despite other studies supporting their value in assessing surface cleanliness in high-risk premises [50]. For
these reasons, other more direct assessment methods are needed. The polymerase chain reaction is therefore a big step forward
compared against ATP, fluorescent powders, or more time-consuming surrogate methods like press plates or tape lifts. Related
molecular tools include the use of reverse-transcriptase loop mediated isothermal amplification (RT-LAMP) that can be performed
without a cold chain or the need for extraction [51]. This was recently used to perform environmental sampling of the New York
subway for SARS-CoV-2 [52]. The authors concluded that environmental sampling using molecular methods “may quickly indicate
if an area is infectious and a negative result (with appropriate confirmation) will possibly represent a lower risk. Indeed these tools
and methods can help create a viral “weather report” if broadly used and partnered with continual validation”.
The risk of second wave infections after early exit strategies is very real. We only need look at Japan to see this in action where in
Hokkaido, after what was thought to have been a successful and swift early containment - upon reopening, a second wave of
infections without any overseas travel was worse than the first [53]. This experience echoed the words of the current WHO
Director-General, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus who stated that “Lifting restrictions too quickly could lead to a deadly resurgence”
[54]. Indeed, a recent paper has modelled the post pandemic spread of the virus and warned that prolonged social distancing and
additional interventions are likely to be required at least into 2022 and perhaps for longer [55]. In Australia, the aim is to interrupt
transmission, protect vulnerable groups, apply broad public health measures and maintain and strengthen the existing health care
system [56]. Evaluating surface stability, recovery and virus survival under indoor conditions is also a key component of the US
Department of Homeland Security research effort [57]. And it’s not just Australia that’s focusing on “COVID Safe”, since the
United Kingdom has just released their own version called “COVID-19 Secure” for managing how best to lift restrictions [58]. The
UK is planning to monitor for disease as a biosecurity threat and intends to work with businesses to “collect a wide range of data to
build a picture of COVID-19 infection rates across the country – from testing, environmental and workplace data to local
infrastructure testing (e.g. swab tests)”.
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The path to long term infection control will require a broad range of expertise. Due to mounting pressure to ease restrictions, once
social distancing measures are relaxed, ongoing vigilance must occur to minimize the impact of further waves of infection. For these
reasons, in Australia and elsewhere, environmental surveillance in addition to clinical testing should be a priority focus of validating
for a COVID safe workplace.
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